
~~ McCanney's Warning: Your Life is Imperiled by Menacing Meteors ~

  Several years ago, physicist and celestial observer James McCanney 
issued a warning to all of humankind, actually. However, on July 6th, 
on the Power Hour radio show, he completely *denies* (not disavows, 
but denies) what he said then: that a [Planet X mini-sun] "mini-solar 
system is moving into our solar system." 
  Now, if that yet-denied warning from him is true, then we all had 
better start storing food, water, and other necessities, because the 
statistical probability is skyrocketing (pun intended) that Earth will 
be bombarded by meteors and/or even by an asteroid -- because 
this conservatively estimated one-thousand Earth-Masses dwarf 
star's mass is like a colossal gravitational magnet cruising in 
through debris-cluttered space; it drags in with it many thousands
of comets, asteroids, and meteors, which eventually sweep Earth, 
as its celestial shotgun blast passes several million miles away 
from Earth, approaching its gravitational flirtation with that great 
attractive one-third-of-a-million Earth-Masses streetcorner hooker, 
our SUN. 
  On the other hand, if James McCanney's Power Hour radio show 
denial of his warning to the World is justifiably deniable (i.e. that 
he has amnesiacally lost all remembrance of a [Planet X mini-sun] 
  "mini-solar system moving into our Solar System," 
then you need not be concerned.  Well, it's nice not to worry; isn't 
it?  Don't worry; be happy.  Being happy is much nicer than being 
concerned. 
  However, if a [Planet X mini-sun] "mini-solar system *IS* moving
into our Solar System," as James McCanney has warned, then 
standby for an asteroid strike or heavy bombardments of meteors, 
or both, which means a lack of running water, a lack of electricity, 
a lack of food in the stores, and a lack of medical care in the face 
of widespread injuries, plus epidemic dysentery, cholera, thyphus,
etc. throughout the withering populations, littered with rotting, 
stinking corpses. 
  So, folks, you need to take this seriously!  You are not reading
just another email here, to be read, deleted, and then on to the next 
email.  You are being put on notice that any day now . . . only God 
knows when -- and as Prof. McCanney says, 
  "only N.A.S.A." [and the ruling elite] "can see this thing coming 
  from a long way out;" 
hence, only they know when to descend into their elaborate 
underground cities in the bowels of Cheyenne Mountain, Colorado 
and beneath Mount Weather, West Virginia. 
  Incidentally, did you get the recent somewhat concealed British 
Royal Family news story?  You didn't?  That's because the elite 
wish to conceal their sudden disappearance. Surely though, the 
public will suspect that something is amiss when the facts leak out 
that the Queen, Prince Philip, Britain's House of Lords and House of 
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Commons are all fleeing somewhere.  So, what excuse did these 
elite conjure up, with their not-so-elite necrotic little brains, in order 
to conceal their sudden disappearances? Their plot to surreptitiously 
flee to a place of safety is masked in the Los Angeles Times news 
report, linked after this James McCanney radio warning to the World. 
     John DiNardo 
http://thelightofdayradioshow.com/archives/shows2/Dinardo_CD-2_09.mp3

Oh, I see -- not only is the lavishly and meticulously groomed 
British Royal Family's Buckingham Palace suddenly and 
miraculously dilapidated and falling apart, with faulty electrical
wiring, ceilings crumbling down, and rats infesting it (I agree, 
there is evidence of rats), but the residence of Britain's House 
of Lords and House of Commons, Westminster Palace, is also 
suddenly and miraculously dilapidated, with ceilings crumbling 
down, and infested with rats (again, I believe the part about rats). 
  What a fantastic coincidence!  . . .  
a one-in-ten-million coincidence, that two meticulously groomed 
grand palaces would suddenly and simultaneously disintegrate, 
like twin tomatoes rotting in the hot sun, together falling off the 
vine. 
  Now do you understand, folks, that these rats are deserting the 
ship, which may sink because it is about to be bombarded by a 
bee swarm of incoming bolide [bullet-like] celestial missiles? 
The ruling elite rats are fleeing into their underground shelters,
and they want to flee surreptitiously, under the public radar, before 
they are detected and apprehended. You see, if we apprehend them, 
then they cannot ignite their Worldwide Nuclear Holocaust Plot, 
by which they intend to swipe-wipe the "Grand Chessboard" and 
to usher in their  "ONE-WORLD DICTATORSHIP,"  which they 
deceitfully euphemize with their transparently cloaked term, 
"Global Governance."    JD 
http://touch.latimes.com/#section/-1/article/p2p-84198573/

The Commander of the Cheyenne Mountain Underground City's 
Internal Military Defense Force, Col. James Wynn:
 "We are prepared to defend this installation 
[from intruding citizens],
  and we will do whatever it takes to accomplish that mission." 
JD: which includes shooting Coloradans trying to get in before the
taxpayers' paid multi-ton blast doors slide shut, leaving them to 
endure all the chaos and suffering on the surface.    
https://vimeo.com/119084771 
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